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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
According to the National Retail Federation, back-to-school season is an $83 billion business,
making it the second largest consumer-spending event outside of the winter holidays. With
post-holiday clearance sales in the rear-view mirror, brand and retail marketers are turning their
attention to school supply lists. They are asking MDR: Who makes decisions about what gets
included on coveted school supply lists? How can I get my brand called out by name? Exactly
how does the creation of a list—and its distribution to parents—work?
To help marketers better understand the process, and take advantage of a huge revenue
opportunity, MDR went straight to the source: schools. In November 2018, our marketing
team, along with our award-winning media brands WeAreTeachers and School Leaders Now,
surveyed PreK-Grade 12 teachers and principals nationally and compiled this guide to school
supply lists. With 1,182 completed responses, our results have a margin of error of +/- 3.3
percent at the 95 percent confidence level.
Our findings may very well challenge some of your assumptions. For anyone looking to better
understand school supply lists and, ultimately, boost their school and consumer revenue, there
are valuable insights in this report.
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Three Emerging Themes
As MDR analyzed the results of its School Supply List Survey, we concluded the following:
1. Teachers are the decision makers. A strong majority of teachers, individually or in
grade teams, are given the responsibility of compiling the list of products included on
school supply lists. In addition to class or grade supply lists, teachers also create “wish
lists.” These lists ask parents to donate additional products and supplies for use in
their children’s classrooms. Even in Arizona and California, which require public schools
to provide funds to cover the basic supplies needed for academic success, optional
supplementary lists are often distributed to families.
2. Decisions are being made in the late winter and early spring. Most supply lists are
finalized between March and June. And nearly 40 percent of lists are made available
to parents before the end of the school year. It’s important to note here that back-toschool supplies are often promoted heavily by retailers at the end of the summer. Much
like holiday shopping season, which has been extended in recent years, there is an
opportunity for retailers and product marketers to get an earlier jump on back-to-school
sales events, starting in the spring rather than waiting until the end of summer. And for
brand marketers, it’s important to build affinity with teachers all year long, not only in the
traditional back-to-school selling period.
3. Lists aren’t limited to pencils and notebooks. Many school supply lists also include
products such as cleaning supplies, hand sanitizers, earbuds, calculators, and much
more. According to our survey respondents, the lists usually contain the names of some
specific brands.
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Nearly 80 percent of the respondents to the survey say that
teachers are compiling the lists, either on their own or as part
of a team. Grade-level teams are the most common way
schools create their lists. In fact, very few schools or districts
prepare lists without teacher input. In addition to supply lists,
most schools allow teachers to create their own wish lists.
Bookstore chains, in particular, do an impressive job of working
with teachers to compile wish lists.

Key Findings: Teachers Are Compiling the Lists

KEY FINDINGS
Teachers Are Compiling the Lists

Make sure the
stores have
updated lists.
The previous
year’s list won’t
be the same.
— Teacher Quote

— Teachers Make the School Supply List Decisions —
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— Are Teacher Wish Lists Permitted? —
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Fewer than 30 percent of respondents to our survey said they
avoid including specific brands. Indeed, 73 percent sometimes,
usually, or always request specific brands. MDR looks at a lot
of school supply lists and usually sees brand mentions: Some
common ones are Crayola, Play-Doh, Elmer’s, Fiskars, Expo,
and USA Gold. Additionally, requests go beyond instructional
supplies. And those, too, are often requested by brand.
Common examples are Ziploc, Lysol, and Kleenex.

Key Findings: Educators Request Specific Brands

KEY FINDINGS
Educators Request Specific Brands
It is hard to find
all the things you
want in one place.
— Teacher Quote
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— Do Lists Include Classroom Cleaning Supplies? —
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More than 65 percent of lists are finalized between March
and June, not over the summer as many may think. And the
majority of school supply lists are distributed before the end
of the school year or over summer break. A number of survey
respondents told us in their verbatims that they would like to
see school supplies on sale earlier in the summer to benefit
both the families and the teachers themselves. Many don’t
want to wait until later in the summer to buy back-to-school
supplies. Weekly store circulars currently don’t start to appear
until mid- to late July.

Key Findings: Lists Are Finalized in Spring

KEY FINDINGS
Lists Are Finalized in Spring

Coupons and sales
for school supplies
should be earlier
than August.
— Teacher Quote
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School supply lists are posted in multiple places, with 80
percent of respondents saying that lists appear on the school’s
web site. Many schools have partnerships with local retailers.
Walmart is the #1 retail partner. But parents are buying
school supplies from a wide variety of retailers: dollar stores,
drugstores, office supply stores, grocery chains, and bookstores
are all selling school supplies. Respondents to our survey
offered several suggestions for retailers to help support
teachers in the list creation process:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Key Findings: Lists Are Posted in Multiple Places

KEY FINDINGS
Lists Are Posted in Multiple Places

It would be swell
if lists got posted
online somewhere
other than
our school/
district site.
— Teacher Quote

List all possible supplies that teachers can check off.
Generate a printable list for parents and districts.
Make lists editable.
Let us enter an item as optional.
Offer parents bundled discounts and options for the best prices.
Include multiple languages.
Make sign-up instructions simpler.
Offer option to deliver school supplies right to the school.
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— Some Schools Have Retail Partnerships —
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Winning a Spot on School Supply Lists
Even in January, teachers are already thinking about what to include on next fall’s school supply
and wish lists. What does this mean to you as a marketer? Most importantly, it means that you
have an opportunity to heighten teacher brand affinity and build engagement in the winter
months to boost your chances of ultimately making the final cut on their school supply lists.
Many of the biggest brands, including Lysol and Elmer’s, are doing exactly that by working with
MDR’s leading media brands WeAreTeachers, WeAreParents, and School Leaders Now.
It’s also important to keep in mind that teachers spend their own money on classroom
materials, nearly $400 on average. More brands and retailers should think about tapping
into teachers’ personal spending as a marketing opportunity. According to MDR’s Teachers
as Consumers report, the top five retail stores frequented by educators are Walmart, Target,
Dollar Tree, Kohl’s, and Costco, with nearly two-thirds visiting Walmart and Target in the past
three months.
We hope that you found this MDR guide to be a helpful resource. Feel free to contact us with
any questions or to arrange for an in-person presentation. As you make your strategic plans for
the upcoming year, please reach out to us at 800-333-8802 or mdrinfo@dnb.com.
And for more insights into educators and the education market, visit MDReducation.com,
check out our blog, or browse our other reports.

About MDR
MDR is a full-service school and community engagement partner. A division of Dun
& Bradstreet, MDR is a different kind of marketing agency, integrating rich data
with unique digital, creative, and branding capabilities. Through partnerships with
corporations, education companies, nonprofits, and foundations, MDR connects
teachers to the tools and resources they need in the classroom to help build a
brighter tomorrow for our nation’s youth. For x50 years, MDR has connected brands,
corporations, and nonprofits with educators, youth, and parents through its database
and digital communities, including SchoolData, WeAreTeachers, WeAreParents, and
School Leaders Now.

MDReducation.com
800-333-8802
mdrinfo@dnb.com
A Dun & Bradstreet Division
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